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ON A FUNCTIONAL INEQUALITY 

By S. S. JOU 

1. 1n this paper we consider the functional inequality 

(A) j(8(x, y)] :S;;ψ [f(x)J(y)] 

지 x+y \ f (x)+f(y) which is a generalization of Jensen ’s inequality, namely f( ~τ J' ) ::;: J \'''''.1 ;.. 

With suitable assumptions on 8 and ψ we are able to generalize some of the 

“ boundedness implies continuity" results such as these of Jensen [3] and Berstein 

[2]. Throughout this paper X is a topological space, 8:XxX• X and ψ : R2• R 

where R denotes the set of real numbers. If TCX let 이(T)=T and 낀+l(T) 

=8 [8/T), 8n(T)1 for n=l, 2, 3, .... For xoEX define [xol~= {8(xo' x)lxEX), 

[Xo]a=6([x。내， X), ---, [Xo]$+1=6([Xo]$, X) for n= 1, 2, 3, .... 

We make the following assumptions on 8 and 1F throughout this paper. 

(8.1) Reflexivity: 8(x, x)=x for all xεX. 

(8.2) For each x。εX， Y• 8(xo'y) is a one-to-one mapping of X into X. 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(1F. 1) 

〔ψ.2)

c。

For 잃ch xoEX, 피1 [xol ;=X. 

For each x。εX， there exists a neighbourhood U of Xo such that 

C\, 8(x, X) b a neighbourhood of xo' 
xEU 

If we define 8-
1
(x , z) = y whenever x, y , zεX and 8(x,y) = z, then 

(xo'yo) WhE 

ever xr• xo' yõ• yo and (xr'Yõ)' (xo ,yo) are in the domain of 8-1. 

For any (xo ,yo)EXXX there exists a neighbourhood U"o of Xo such 
00 

뼈t ，1느ll 6η [8(U ,yo)] is a neighbourhood of 8(xo'yo) for any open neigh-

bourhood U of xo contained in UXo-

ψ is continuous in the first variable. 

1F is monotonic increasing and upper semicontinuous in the second 

variable. 

(ψ.3) lim ψ(s， t)=-∞(Hence define ψ(-∞，t)=-∞) for any tεR. 
s .....，. -o。

i 
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(ψ.4) 

s. S. Jou 

1J!(s, t) <Max(s, t) if s=;ft. 

Several examples of such functions will be presented later on. 

A real-valued function on a topological space X is called locally bounded above if 

f is bounded above on some neighbourhood of each point of X. 

2. THEOREM 1. Suppose f Z"S a real-valued func tz"on on the to.φologz"cα1 spαceX 

and satz"sjz"es z"nequalz"ty (A) for all x,yEX where e satz'sfz"es (e. l), (e.2) , (e.3) , 

(e.4) , (e.5) α뼈 (e.6) and ψ satz"sfz"es (ψ. 1), (ψ.2) ， (ψ.3) and (ψ.4). If f Z"S 
c。

bounded aboνe on a subset T of X such that U e,,(T) contains a nonempty open 
η=1 ’‘ 

subset of X , then f Z"S contz"nμoμs. 

The proof of the theorem is divid어 into four lemmas. 

。。

LEMMA 1. If f (t)s.K for all tεT， the% f(x)=K for all Xe Ul6u(T)· 

It is easy to prove Lemma 1 by induction. 

LEMMA 2. Sμ양'pose lim 싸=μ (-∞Sμ<∞) αzd lim sup ι=v(-∞<v<∞). Then 
k -t>OO n-→。o .. 

1ip1 sup ￥r(μk' v，，)드1J!(κ， v). 
R， n-o。

PROOF. Given e> 0, there exists a natural number N such that V
ll
s.v+e when

ever n늘N. By (1J!.2) we have 

￥r(uk， v，，)s.￥r(μk' v+e) if n늘N. Hence 

lim sup ￠(야， %)Slim sup ψ(까， v+e). 
12_00 1Z_C。

If μ =-∞， then we have, by (1J!.3) 

1im sup ψ(uk' v)s. liII} sup ￥r(μk， V+e)=-∞. 
K η-->ζ)Q R-+OO 

If χ>- ∞， then we have by (ψ.1)， 

lim sup ψ(깔， v+e) = 1J!(u, v+ε) and by (ψ.2) 
/l-• 00 

낀m sup ψ(깔， vn) S.ψ(u， V). 
R， n-→。。

LEMMA 3. If f(x) s.K for all x belonging to some nei강hbourhood U
Xo 

of xo' thcn 

f is contz"nμous αt xo. 

PROOF. Let lim sup f(x)=Af and Iim inf f(x)=m. Choose two nets {Xr} and 
x - ’ %0 X - Xo 

{zδ} in X such that xr• xo' zδ→xo ' lip:1 f(xr) =M and li!Jl f(zð) =m. By (e.4) , 
r δ 

• 
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Y(r. δ)=O-l(Xr， ZÖ) is defined whenever xr and z，δ are 

(0.5) we have ,yq.\ Y(r. δ)=xo' Hence 
(r. δ) 

sufficiently cIose to xO' By 

I(z)드ψ(/(x) , 1 [Y(r. δ)]). 

Suppose m<M. Then, by Lemma 2, we have 

M드￥T(??z， Iim sup f[Y(F, δ)])드ψ(m， M)<M. 
(r. δ) 

This is a contradiction. Hence m=M. 

LEMMA 4. 11 1 z"s bounded above oJZ some neighbourhood U ~ 01 xlì ' then f is 
‘ o v 

locally bozmded above on X. 

PROOF. Suppose I(x)드K for all xεUxo· If %ε [Xo] &, then, by (6. 2), there 

exists a unique y。εX such that 8(xo' yo) = zO' By (0.6) we can find a neighbour-
。。

hood U of xo' UCUx.' such that U θ，，[e(U， yo)l is a neighbourho띠 of zO' By Lem
η=1 

。。

ma 1, f is bounded above by Max(K,f(yo)) on Ul6” [8 (U,y)] which is a neigh-

bourhood of zO' Suppose that n늘1， 1 is bounded above in some neighbourhood of 
n 
R 
u 

] 
n U 

X 
아
 

·m p 
빼
 

11+1 
If vε [xo1ö then ν=8(a， b) where aε [xol ~ and bEX. By 

’ 
。。

(8.6) there exists a neighbourhood U of a such that U 8_ [e(U, b)l is a neigh
n=l n 

bourhood of ν and 1 is bounded above on U by some constant, say M. By the same 
00 

procedure, f is bounded above on U16” [6(U, b)] by Max(M, f(b))· Hence the 

lemma is proved. 

3. ExampIes 

(a) Suppose 0' is a homeomorphism of a topological space Y onto the topological 

space X. Then it is easy to show that the function 야 :YxY• Y defined for x, 

yεY by 이(x， y)= 0' -1[8(0'(x) ，O'(y))1 satisfies the same conditions (8.1) , (8.2),' 

and (0.6) on YxY as 8 does on XxX. In particular, if X admits at least one 8 

and has a rich collection of homeomorphisms, X will admit several such 0‘ s. 
N (b) Suppose LI is an open, convex subset of R"' (N는1) and 0 <À. <1; Define 

8: Ll XLI• LI by 8(x， y)= À.x+ (1-지y for all x， yεLI. Then it is easy to see that 8 

satisfies (8. 1), (8.2), … and (8.6). In particular. if LI={x!a<x<b. xarealnum

ber}. then the quasilinear mean ([1). page 240 241), 

8(x. y) =O'[À.O' -l(x) + (1- it)O' -l(y )1. 
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strictly monotonic function from LI onto LI, satisfies 

. and (0.6). Typical examples of quasilinear means on R+ = (0, ∞) 
continuous a IS 

(0. 1), (0.2) , 
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where (J 

are: 

(r , s>O but fixed) • 
‘ “ V 

“ 

r x 
---’ 
’ ’ 

i ’ 
l 
i 
! 

A 
、

e 
3 g 카

 

’ (x,y) 

(0<;(<1 but fìxed) , 삶쁨;()y • (x ,y) 

(0<;(<1 fixed; m a fixed natural number). ‘ !;j ;(xm + (1- ;()ym (x,y) 

ψ’ and derivative first continuous on R with be continuous (c) Let ψ : R .R, 

satisfies the conditions: 

satisfies (W. 1), 

ψ’(x)드1 (for all xεR) 

ψ(x)<kx (fixed k>O and for all x<O) 

ψ(x) <x (for all x>O). 

Then clearly ψ(x， y)= ψ(x - y) + Y is a mapping on R2 into R and 

(W.2) , . (W. 3) and (W.4). 

of consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem The following corollaries are easy 

[8]. Steinhaus 

[6]. Suppose 1 z's a convex lunction delined on 

(a, b). 1/ 1 z's boμnded aboνe on a sμbset T sμch that the z'nner Lebesgue measure 01 
the mid-point convex hull 01 T (see [6] , [7]) is positive, then 1 z's conHnuous. 

z'nterval real the COROLLARY 1 

Sμppose 1 saHslz'es the z'nequaUty COROLLARY 2. 
n n 

f 운1 αzXi) 드 은l βJ(xi) 

-
α
 

” 
ε
 떠
 

썼
 

ι
 
f 

J 
% 

n 써
 
γ
 

α'n' ßl' ß2’ 
." 

’ 
x .. wnere α α 

“ l ’ 2’ ". 
’ 

x2’ 
lor all real x1’ 

n 

xz1 βi=l and αi' 마>0 (1드설n). 

1/ 1 is bounded above on a set T 01 posi!z"ve Lebesgue ηwasure， then 1 z's contz'nuous. 

COROLLARY 3( [5] Theorem 1, [4]). Sμppose a root luncHon r2 (see [4]) is 
defz'ned and continμoμs on an addz'!Z"ve abelz'an locally . compact (or Baire) groμpG 
and 1 is a convex lunction on G (see [4]). 1/ 1 is bounded above on a sπbset T 01 
G sμch that 

I(T) = ”브。 r;(우 T) 
‘ 

contains a set 01 posz'tive linz'te Haar ηwasure (or J(T) contains a nonmeager almost 
()Pen subset 01 G) , then 1 z's contz'nμoμ:8. 
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PROOF. Define e(x,y)=rz(x+y) for a Il x， yεG. Then it is easy to see that f} 

c。

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and J(T) = ' u . e ,,(T). By using Steinhaus 
n=l “ 

theorem (resp. Corol1ary 3.1 [4]) and Theorem 1, f is continuous on G. 

University of Waterloo, 
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